
The Sylvac caliper is one of the cornerstones of our range and represents one of the most comprehensive 
product lines on the market.

The models from the latest version of the EVO are the flagship product that we want to promote:

1. All of our calipers are now IP67 (resistant to oil and liquids), whereas most other manufacturers offer 
either IP54 or IP67. 

2. A new design for the 3 main models - no output, Proximity output and Bluetooth®.

3. A 3rd button for the “Proximity” version. 

4. Large digital display (digit height 11.5 mm) for improved usability.
5. All featuring the famous Sylvac inductive measurement system.
6.  Semi-absolute = position memory if the battery is not removed.

More for you:

Bluetooth® technologyNo output Proximity output

Hard metal jawsMicron resolution

CALIPER
EVEN MORE FOR OUR CLIENTS !

ALL THE RANGE

PROTECTED

Special jaws



Sincerely yours
Sales Team

We thank you to take note and we remain at your disposal for any further information.

        29th January 2018        SYLVAC SA · Swiss manufacturer of precision measuring instrument since 1969 admin@sylvac.ch

Our PRO models are still available in the product range:

1. All of our calipers are now IP67 (resistant to oil and liquids), whereas most other manufacturers. offer 
either IP54 or IP67.    

2. A more simple model, ideal as a loss leader.
3. Attractive pricing when ordering ≥ 500 items (contact your regional Sylvac Area Sales Manager).
4. All featuring the famous Sylvac inductive measurement system.
5. Semi-absolute = position memory if the battery is not removed.
6. Very low power consumption with a battery life of up to 3 years.
7. The calliper switches off automatically and switches on automatically when a movement is detected.
8. The PRO models are not included in the new E10 catalogue because we want to promote the EVO range.

7. Very low power consumption with a battery life of up to 3 years.
8. The caliper switches off automatically and switches on automatically when a movement is detected.
9. Attractive pricing when ordering ≥ 500 items (contact your regional Sylvac Area Sales Manager).
10. Find out more about all of the EVO models in our new E10 catalogue, available online on our website.

Unique Selling Point
Mainly the µm versions but also those with hard metal jaws (carbide) represent a unique market 
opportunity. This should allow us to maintain a higher price, protecting our margins and strengthening 
our “premium” image.
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